
Sworn member _____________________________________ 
 
Underforester: Date       Initials 

Start a fire [ ] [ ] 
Cook on a campfire [ ] [ ] 
Some green garb [ ] [ ] 
SCA camping [ ] [ ] 

 
Forester: 

Light a fire without matches or lighter [ ] [ ] 
Period gear/equipment [ ] [ ] 
Helpful [ ] [ ] 
Period footwear [ ] [ ] 
Full forester garb [ ] [ ] 
Cook over a fire for group (3+) [ ] [ ] 

 
Master Forester: 

Teacher [ ] [ ] 
Guild service [ ] [ ] 
Period fire starting [ ] [ ] 
Developed historical forester persona. [ ] [ ] 
High standard of forester garb [ ] [ ] 
Create/perform masterwork [ ] [ ] 

 
Initials Signatures Ranks 

        [     ] _________________________________    ____________  
        [     ] _________________________________    ____________  
        [     ] _________________________________    ____________  
        [     ] _________________________________    ____________  
        [     ] _________________________________    ____________  

 



This checklist has been developed and proposed as a tool for EK Royal Foresters Guild members to use to 
document their demonstration or achievement of requirements for the various guild ranks.  
 
It was originally developed and proposed by Brother Gwillim Kynith at the 2018 Swain mote. The Swain mote 
discussed the proposal and decided to post the checklist for further review and discussion by the membership. 
 
It was noted shortly following the Swain mote that the checklist contained some errors.  I have consulted with 
brother Llwyd Forester, (the guild’s founder and author of it’s rules) and brother Poplyr Childs (High Chronicler). 
They have indicated some needed corrections to the checklist and suggested some possible additions to the Guild 
Handbook. 
 
I have edited the checklist which you see above.  I have underlined some listed requirements and show others in 
italics to indicate the following: 
 
Bold: Missing requirements added. 
Italicized: Requirements in original version which do not appear in the handbook but it may be desirable 

to keep.  If we do so the Handbook should be edited to include them.  I confess that some of 
these have crept into the requirements as used in practice because of my own confusion or 
drawing on descriptions of forester ranks that were not official or earlier drafts. 

 
PROPOSED USE OF CHECKLIST: 
 

- Each guild member wishing to use this checklist to document their achievement of rank requirements 
would print and keep a copy of this checklist.  It is the responsibility of the guild member to keep this 
document safe and legible 

-  
When a member demonstrates a skill or achieved requirement to another guild member, that witnessing 
guild member fills in the date and their initials for that requirement.  The witness then adds their initials, 
signature and guild rank on the lines provided at the bottom or back of the checklist.  
 
A requirement for a particular rank can only be initialed by a Guild Member who has that rank or higher. 
 



To make it perfectly clear: Underforester rank requirements can be initial by Underforesters, 
Foresters, Master Foresters, etc. 

 
Forester rank requirements can only be initialed by Foresters, Master 
Foresters, etc. 

 
Master Forester requirements can only be initialed by Master Foresters, 
High Masters and Grand Masters. 


